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“We found this place by referral from the 

medical team ..... we did look at other 

options, and we felt that this place has an 

indoor and outdoor setting and is more 

than what you can hope for…” 

"Wow! You have such wonderful staff. They 

really care! I love seeing them having a 

cuppa with dad talking about stuff. It just 

looks like something normal!" 

"The staff are always willing to discuss my 

husband's care, I cannot fault the care 

and attention he has and is receiving from 

the management and the staff. I have no 

hesitation in recommending this smaller 

secure country home for anymore with 

dementia" 

 "I would recommend the place... The 

nature of dementia is challenging and it is 

nice to know there is something solid and 

ongoing here and we are happy with it.”
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O U R  A C T I V I T I E S
At Bethany Hill, we encourage residents to 

carry out small tasks throughout the day, such 

as helping to lay the table, cleaning, hanging 

out washing, etc. which can help retain 

self-esteem and involvement in daily life. We 

assess residents' abilities and help them set 

goals to gain or regain skills. We also 

have activity coordinators who organise 

activities, such as arts and crafts, gardening, 

van trips, walking to the beach, sing-along 

music, and one-to-one involvement. Our 

activities result in meaningful social 

interaction which enriches the resident’s 

physical and cognitive well-being. 

Families are encouraged to visit and are free 

to take their loved one out for a walk or an 

outing.   

We pride ourselves in giving the quality of life 

to our residents by establishing routines as 

close as possible to those they would 

experience at home. 

Bethany Hill is a pet-friendly care home and 

are able to assist your loved ones animal care 

and to bring your house pet into the lives of 

our family. 

A B O U T  U S
Bethany Hill is a 30-bed specialist dementia 

care rest home which provides a protected 

living environment for people who are affected 

by dementia and related disorders. We provide 

long term residential care, respite care, day 

care and care for under 65 with disability. We 

are set in a peaceful rural setting with 

magnificent southern views over Whangateau 

Harbour and Omaha Bay and beautiful native 

bushes and hills on our north and west 

boundaries. Our residents can enjoy watching 

the chickens and guinea fowls fossicking in the 

courtyard. Along the way, there are raised 

garden beds so residents can actively 

participate in gardening. The design 

maximises indoor-outdoor flow, with residents 

free to wander safely through the park-like 

surroundings without feeling confined. There 

are farm animals in the neighbouring 

paddocks, fruit trees and a vegetable garden 

which residents are encouraged to help tend.  

We believe that living with dementia does not 

mean being holed up indoors where it is”safe” 

rather the engagement with nature, fresh air, 

appreciation of countryside and great 

outdoors each day can bring all kinds of 

benefits both physically and mentally. 

O U R  T E A M

A WARM WELCOME AWAITS...

O U R  M I S S I O N

At Bethany Hill, we are very proud of our 

staffing ratios  - we provide more staffing 

hours each week than what is required by 

the DHB.   We have expertise in the area of 

Dementia, behaviour assessment and 

implementing the appropriate measures 

for an individual’s care. 

Staff are trained both on-site in-service 

training as well as formal educational 

programmes which are essential for 

competence in the care. Clinical skills are 

monitored on a daily basis and followed 

up immediately if required.

At Bethany Hill, we will provide a quality, 

homely environment and are committed 

to meet the emotional and physical needs 

of those in our care. 

It is our promise to give you the best 

possible care. We do this by continually 

evaluating our care to ensure that we 

maintain the highest standard possible. 


